
                2019 NYC Council Home Rule Requests

A1552 Epstein         

S1925  Krueger

Removes caps on automated enforcement cameras for bus lanes and 

traffic lights in the city of New York, increases penalties and creates a 

graduated schedule of fines for repeat offenders

A1406 Simon      

S2318 Kavanagh

Authorizes the city of New York to provide for a residential parking 

permit system

A1270 Simon                   

No Senate bill

Relates to violations and a mandatory surcharge for parking in a bicycle 

lane

A2543 Rodriguez       

S212 Benjamin
Relates to enacting the Neighborhood Integrity Act

No Assembly bill       

S306 Benjamin
Authorizes the city of New York to discontinue certain park lands

A320 Bruanstein          

S811 Lanza
Relates to the declaration of a sign as a public nuisance and its removal

A1743 Pichardo     

S487 Rivera

Enacts the "safe streets security camera registry act" for the city of New 

York

A224 Braunstein    

S2551 Stavisky

Requires the department of buildings to maintain a registry of all deeds 

containing restrictive covenants

A226 Braunstein    

S4120 Liu

Relates to school zone speed limits and signage and other traffic calming 

devices

A320 Braunstein    

S811 Lanza
Relates to the declaration of a sign as a public nuisance and its removal

A422 Braunstein    

S2554 Stavisky

Requires the New York city landmarks preservation commission grant 

historic district designation to the Broadway/Flushing neighborhood

A455 Braunstein    No 

Senate bill

Requires written request and review of proposed reductions in the level 

of fire services

A508 Braunstein    No 

Senate bill

Relates to dividing the one hundred ninth precinct of the New York city 

police department into subdivisions

A571 Braunstein    

S2553 Stavisky

Requires the city of New York to repair any sidewalk damaged by a tree 

under its exclusive care

A1557 Richardson   

S2761 Comrie

Provides a fine for a person responsible for a trailer or semitrailer parked 

or left unattended in New York city

A1893 Richardson   

S1078 Persaud

Relates to increasing fines for individuals who fail to comply with a stop 

work order
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No Assembly bill       

S3277 Lanza

Relates to authorizing a parking permit system for park-and-rides in the 

borough of Staten Island in the city of New York

No Assembly bill       

S3278 Lanza

Provides that the borough of Staten Island shall also be known and 

designated as the "borough of parks"

A1626 Pheffer Amato                

S2487 Addabbo
Requires school crossing guards at high schools

A801 Miller         

S2488  Addabbo

Relates to offsetting publicly available parking spaces replaced by 

designated bus lanes or removed by capital projects in the city of New 

York

No Assembly bill       

S3861 Lanza

Relates to the contents of a notice of liability issued for a speed camera 

violation

No Assembly bill       

S3864 Lanza

Directs the board of standards and appeals in the city of New York to mail 

a copy of each application for a variance to property owners within 1 mile

No Assembly bill       

S3865 Lanza

Directs board of standards and appeals in city of New York to mail a copy 

of each application for a variance to the city and state legislators for the 

affected land

A6084  Epstein   

S2254  Hoylman
Authorizes the enactment of zoning to regulate formula retail uses

A3593 Pheffer Amato              

S1966 Gounardes
Relates to the number of alternate physicians who may be appointed

A6449 Glick     S4331 

Gounardes

Relates to photo speed violation monitoring systems program for school 

speed zones in the city of New York

A4366 Aubry           

S6250  Ramos

Authorizes the city of New York to discontinue the use of certain parkland 

for the purpose of construction and operation of a pre-kindergarten 

center

A2300 Dinowitz          

S3110 Biaggi

Dedicates and designates Jerome Park as parklands of the city of New 

York and establishes a working group for such park to enhance the use 

thereof

A2827 Dinowitz       

No Senate bill

Requires certain pedestrian crosswalks and ramps to be clearly marked 

and painted in N.Y. city

A6660 D Rosenthal     

S4468 Addabbo

Authorizes Jonathan Grossman to apply for a recalculation of his 

retirement benefits

A6865 Dickens  S4688 

Benjamin

Authorizes the commissioner of general services to transfer and convey 

certain lands in New York City to the urban development corporation

A2502 Rodriguez     

S2729 Krueger

Relates to sidewalk shed permit renewal for ongoing construction 

projects

A845 Simotas  S3628 

Ramos
Relates to enabling N.Y. city to impose taxes on certain motor vehicles
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A6853 Williams       

No Senate bill
Relates to school bus parking on New York City streets

A7306 Cusick         

S5251 Gounardes

Establishes a twenty-five year retirement program for members of the 

NYC employees' retirement system employed as water supply police

A7311 Ortiz             

No Senate bill

Relates to creating a twenty-five year retirement plan for New York city 

probation officers

A6674A  DenDekker             

No Senate bill

Establishes in the city of New York a bicycle lane safety program to 

enforce certain restrictions on the use of bicycle lanes by means of bicycle 

lane photo devices

A5242  DenDekker             

No Senate bill

Prohibits traffic control signals from displaying a green light for traffic 

while a pedestrian-control signal indicates walk for the pedestrian

A7461 Epstein    

S4243 Krueger
Relates to the use of bicycles for commercial purposes

No Assembly bill       

S3378 Gounardes
Relates to emergency medical technicians rights and working conditions

A5814  Abbate         

S3882 Gounardes

Establishes maximum age requirements for New York city correctional 

officers

A5263  Abbate         

S3921 Gounardes

Relates to the appointment and promotion of certain personnel of the 

sanitation department of the city of New York

No Assembly bill       

S4201 Gounardes

Affords uniformed personnel of the NYC department of correction and 

NYC department of sanitation the option of taking a monetary payment 

in lieu of terminal leave

A6077  Carroll        

S4692 Gounardes
Relates to vehicles in the borough of Manhattan

A7629 Abbate        

S5435 Gounardes

Grants service credit to members of the uniformed correction force of the 

New York city department of correction covered by provisions of law for 

over 25 years

A7659 Abbate        

S5455 Gounardes

Relates to the establishment of twenty-five year retirement programs for 

members of the New York city employees' retirement system employed 

as fire protection inspectors and associate fire protection inspectors

A7442 Rozic       

S5555 Liu

Grants retroactive membership in the 55/25 Plan for Tier 4 members in 

the New York city employees' retirement system to Hal Greenberg

A7716 Reyes    S5246  

Gounardes 
Relates to disabilities of certain retired firefighters caused by cancer

A7663 Abbate       

S5613 Gounardes

Relates to automotive members of the New York city employees' 

retirement system

A7637 Abbate  

  S5658 Gounardes 
Relates to promotions of lieutenants
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A7643 Abbate  

 S5659  Gounardes
Relates to promotions of detectives

A5375-A Dilan         

S3060-E  Salazar

Imposes a tax on the transfer of certain real property within two years of 

the prior transfer of such property

A 7776  DenDekker    

S6178  Liu 

Relates to the authority of certain city clerks to designate persons 

A855 D.Rosenthal       

S4739  Liu

Authorizes certain owners of residential real property in the city of New 

York to opt out of planned city tree planting

A4262 DenDekker  

  S5745  Liu
Relates to the placement of school crossing guards

A856 D.Rosenthal   

 S4738  Liu

Relates to notices of violation of the city of New York's solid waste 

recycling laws

A7620 Abbate         

S5903  Gounardes

Relates to allowing certain members of the New York city police pension 

fund to receive service credit for their service in the New York city police 

department cadet program

A7782  Abbate      

S5906  Gounardes

Relates to allowing certain members of the New York city police pension 

fund to borrow from contributions

A7783  Abbate      

S5907  Gounardes

Relates to the payment of costs for line of duty injuries of police officers 

and firefighters

A7641  Abbate       

S4162  Gounardes

Relates to prohibiting discrimination against police and firefighters 

injured in the line of duty

No Assembly bill             

S5585-A  Gounardes

Relates to determination of salary base for members of the city of New 

York fire department pension fund

No Assembly bill             

S5850-A  Gounardes

Removes post-retirement earnings restrictions for New York city 

department of corrections uniformed personnel

No Assembly bill             

S5851-A  Gounardes

Permits N.Y. city correction officers to borrow from accumulated 

contributions; repealer
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